Christian faith in English church schools: research conversations with classroom teachers


**Abstract**

The research team spent a year working alongside fourteen teachers from Catholic and Church of England secondary school, introducing them to What If Learning, a pedagogical initiative designed by an international team of educationalists to support teachers in developing Christian approaches to teaching and learning. The highs and lows of the teachers’ experience are documented in this book and the lessons that emerge are explored in detail.
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What do we mean by Christian learning?


Worldviews in Religious Education


Measuring the effectiveness of virtuous pedagogy: a quantitative study of the What if Learning approach in Church of England schools

Hulbert, S., Cooling, T. and Bowie, B. 2020. Measuring the effectiveness of virtuous pedagogy: a quantitative study of the What if...

**Worldview in religious education: autobiographical reflections on the commission on religious education in England final report**


**Religious education for spiritual bricoleurs? the perceptions of students in ten Christian-ethos secondary schools in England and Wales**


**Everyone has a worldview?**


**Editorial: the return to worldview - reflections from the UK**


**Passing on faith**


**What if learning character development project: case studies**


**What if learning character development project : final report**


**Formation and Christian education in England**

The threat to better learning in Christian Education

Lessons in spiritual development: learning from leading Christian-ethos secondary schools

Understanding Christianity: exploring a hermeneutical pedagogy for teaching Christianity

Competing imaginations for teaching and learning: the findings of research into a Christian approach to teaching and learning called What If Learning

The diversity of school culture

Enabling the Bible to control learning

Theology and pedagogy: a response to Sean Whittle
Evangelism in the classroom: a response to Elmer Thiessen

The epistemic criterion: a response to Michael Hand

Distinctively Christian learning?

Teachers and Christian religious values

Contestable beliefs in education: fairness and/or neutrality?

The formation of the Christian teacher: the role of faithfulness to the Bible in conceptualising learning

What is a controversial issue? Implications for the treatment of religious beliefs in education.

The distinctiveness of Christian learning in Church of England schools
Creativity: balancing freedom and constraint

Objectivity in modern Religious Education

Christian doctrine in Religious Education

Evangelicals and modern Religious Education

Evangelicals and modern Religious Education (Part 2)

Evangelicals and modern Religious Education (Part 1)

Science and Religious Education: conflict or co-operation?

The use of Christianity in the primary school curriculum
Living as a Christian in the world of Religious Education

The epistemological foundations of modern Religious Education

The Bible in the secondary school

Transforming hearts and minds: the contribution of Christian values to the curriculum

Curiosity - vice or virtue for the Christian teacher? Promoting faithfulness to Scripture in teacher formation

The challenge of passionate religious commitment for school education in a world of religious diversity
Professionism, confessionalism and religious education: an exploration from the British context

Professionism, confessionalism and religious education: an exploration from the British context

Professionism, confessionalism and religious education: an exploration from the British context

A reply to Elmer Thiessen and Arthur Jones

Education is the point of RE, not religion: theological perspectives on the SCAA model syllabuses

Education is the point of RE, not religion: theological perspectives on the SCAA model syllabuses

Die Spiritualität der Weltreligionen: Perspektiven für Bildung und Erziehung

Religious Education
Theology goes to school: the story of the Stapleford Project

In defence of the common school

The spiritual in modern education

Brian Hill - an appreciation

The Stapleford Project: Theology as the basis for Religious Education

Indoctrination and commitment

Metaphor, scripture and education

The search for truth: postmodernism and religious education
Church and School: the contemporary challenge

Concept cracking: exploring Christian beliefs in school

A Christian vision for state education: reflections on the theology of education

Mishmash with integrity: removing the tensions between systematic and thematic approaches to Religious Education

Slaying the dragon of moral relativism: relativism in schools and community

Considering values in the school curriculum

Global perspectives on Christianity: case studies to promote thinking skills in Religious Education

Pupil learning
Go and make disciples: education as a Christian mission

Setting the vision: the calling of the Christian teacher in the twenty-first century world

Education

Transforming Faith: teaching as a Christian vocation in a secular, world-view diverse culture

Faith, Religious Education and whole school issues

'Try domething different': approaches to teaching religious education
Cooling, T. 2003. 'Try domething different': approaches to teaching religious education. Nottingham The Stapleford Centre.

Concept cracking: a practical way to teach big ideas in RE

Using the Bible in Christian ministry: a workbook
Supporting Christians in education

Mapping the field: a review of the current research evidence on the impact of schools with a Christian ethos

Christian education masterclass

Distinctively Christian school leadership
Cooling, T. 2010. *Distinctively Christian school leadership*.

Welcoming the stranger

What if? A Christian approach to teaching and learning

Christian leadership in a 21st century church school

Christian leadership in a 21st century church school
As Christian teachers, our faith should be part of who we are and should impact everything we do. And while we can't exactly preach the gospel in a public school classroom, we can absolutely share the truth when appropriate. How else do you share your faith in the public school? Share your experience with a comment below. Resources: Additional information about Christian Educators Association Int'l, a wonderful group that helps teachers understand their rights and how to share their faith. 10 Ways to show Christ to Our Students. When Is Faith and Religion Allowed in Public Schools? June 16, 2014 in Faith in the Classroom, Make a Difference, Teaching. What to Read Next. Your Blueprint to Create a Conducive Learning Environment as Schools Reopen. On Christian Teaching: Practicing Faith in the Classroom. Book review of: David I. Smith, On Christian Teaching: Practicing Faith in the Classroom (Eerdmans, 2018). Save to Library. by Bradley Baurain. With this in mind, this book asks prominent Bible teachers and scholars to tell their story reflecting on their own experiences at the intersection of faith and serious academic study of the Bible. While the essays of this book will provide some apology for academic study of the Bible as an important discipline, the essays engage with this question in ways that are uncontrived. They present real stories, with all the complexities and struggles they may hold.